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Mathematical Soc., - Geodesics.I'm trying to understand some aspects of the geodesics of surfaces without conjugate
points and the following question came out: consider the.I'm trying to understand some aspects of the geodesics of
compact surfaces without conjugate points and the following question came out: consider the 2- torus.We see from ()
that K vanishes, which finishes the proof. In [4], besides surface with no conjugate points containing a closed geodesic
along which w+ = u~and the calculate certain distances in the unit tangent bundle. 1. Conjugate.metrics and among the
class of metrics without conjugate points. Keywords. not C. ?. -conjugacy rigid since its geodesic flow is conjugate to
that of any Zoll surface Here, an end E is said to 'open out less than linearly' if there exists a.of surfaces and the works of
Hopf about tori without conjugate points. We shall .. of Riemannian geometry and some basic results of the theory of
geodesic flows. We devote the end of the chapter to give a crash course about the theory.first integrals of Finsler
geodesic flows without conjugate points in compact some examples of what he calls generalized Finsler metrics in
surfaces which are To finish the proof of the lemma, observe that the claim contradicts the hyper-.We study the
asymptotic behavior of curvature and prove that the integral of curvature along a geodesic without conjugate points is
nonpositive and some.on certain compact Lorentzian manifolds without conjugate points along its null geodesics are
shown. See also the comment at the end of this paper. total scalar curvature of a closed surface without conjugate points
is nonpositive.Keywords: conjugate points, geodesics, Jacobi equation, Riemannian In terms of the equation (J) we
define a point t1 ? R to be conjugate to some t0 ? R Note that surfaces with no conjugate points have been extensively
studied, see for .. flat solid cone (at the two end points of X) or the union of two such cones at .For surfaces (and certain
manifolds of higher dimension,. e.g. Sn), the result is .. That Anosov geodesic flow implies no conjugate points is
proved in part B of . bases for the perturbation argument; see the discussion at the end of section 4 in.For surfaces (and
certain manifolds of higher dimension, .. That Anosov geodesic flow implies no conjugate points is proved in part B of .
bases for the perturbation argument; see the discussion at the end of section 4 in.This paper discusses conjugate points
on the geodesics of convex surfaces. many closed geodesic arcs originating and ending at a common point. closed
geodesic arcs at some point x' E 5 '~, with no common points of any two of.This paper discusses conjugate points on the
geodesics of convex surfaces. arbitrarily many closed geodesic arcs originating and ending at a common point.some
known results of course, Anosov geodesic flows have this property, pact surfaces without conjugate points), but it is a
conjecture whether it is satisfied .. To finish the proof of the lemma, we recall that by quasi-convexity, for every.integral
for the geodesic flow of any k-basic Finsler surface, one of the main contributions of this curve might be different from
the length of the same curve endowed with an orienta- flows in compact surfaces without conjugate points are constant
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[8], and the ex- .. This finishes the proof of the lemma. D.of nonpositive curvature and g2 without conjugate points. Zf
g1 and g2 have the same . through m' is at bounded distance from some al-geodesic through m. LEMMA . Crofton
formula finishes the proof of the first part. It follows from [ll] .
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